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“Hoch  Der  Kaiser”  proclaimed  the  fictional  character  of  a  political
cartoon by James Montgomery Flagg during World War I.200 While the
character cheered the Kaiser, he also waved Old Glory out of his window.
The  drawing  is  intended  to  represent  the  divided  sentiments  among
German-Americans  during  the  Great  War.  The  intriguing  part  of  the
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illustration, however, is the characterization of the flag waving man as a
typical  German-American drunkard who smoked a German pipe,  wore
traditional German attire and displayed the stereotypical body of a heavy
drinker. While he held the American flag with his left hand, he used the
right one to lift up a tall, foaming glass of beer, toasting the German cause
in the war. Flagg, an artist who is best known for the famous poster of
Uncle Sam pointing to the viewer,  “I  Want You For the U.S.  Army,”
established  a  connection  between  German-Americans,  the  war,  and
alcohol with this illustration. 

Flagg,  like  many  members  of  the  American  middle  class,  took
advantage of the opportunity presented by the war to reject the cultural
and  political  threat  that  German-Americans  represented  to  mainstream
America. In the process, members of the native-born middle class sought
to emphasize their position of dominance in the hierarchy of the American
social system. To achieve this purpose, they employed a modus operandi
that  reaffirmed  their  values  and  rejected  what  they  conceived  as
intolerable. This article analyzes the increase in anti-German rhetoric of
the  prohibition  movement  and  World  War  I  from  a  social  class
perspective.  It  examines  the  stigmatization  of  German-Americans  as
drinkers,  and the subsequent campaign of the prohibition movement  to
denounce them as a threat. The prohibition movement demonstrates that
the  sobriety  preached  by  middle-class  America  reflected  a  system  of
values  that  the  majority  group  created  for  itself,  and  exposes  that,
although  the  Great  War  propelled  the  emergence  of  anti-German
sentiment,  it  was  the  cultural  intolerance  of  most  Americans  towards
individuals of foreign origin that stood behind this hostility. The public
shaming  of  all  German-Americans  as  drinkers,  and  the  subsequent
campaign of the prohibition movement that denounced them as a menace,
was part of an attempt to absorb other groups into the mainstream culture. 

Most historians who have studied the construction of the United
States class system agree that middle-class criteria have dominated the
process. Scholars, however, are divided about the methods employed by
the middle class that influenced class construction. While some historians
emphasize the rules that the middle class constructed to define what is and
what is not “acceptable” within its own circle, others focus on the middle
class’ role in the structure of other social groups. 201 Still others study how
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the middle class  created the working class through their  conception of
those  elements  that  do  not  belong  to  the  “respectable”  members  of
society.202 Unlike the other scholars, they contend that class categories are
flexible, and that members of the working class can move up the social
ladder by acquiring the values promoted by the middle class.203  Often
scholarship  exploring  social  class  in  the  U.S.  does  not  analyze  how
middle-class  Americans  came  to  differentiate  between  themselves  and
alien groups in order to try to defend its own identity. It is in their effort to
reaffirm their own values and to repress the elements that it felt threatened
them as  a  group,  that  we  find  the  origins  of  middle  class  America’s
campaign against German-Americans’ alcohol consumption. This analysis
of American hostility towards German-Americans during the Great War
broadens  the  scope  of  interaction  between  classes,  and  incorporates
cultural elements into traditional class definitions. 

Cultural repression perpetrated against German-Americans during
World  War  I  had  its  origins  in  the  nineteenth  century.  The  economic
boom of  the  Gilded  Age  propelled  U.S.  industrialization  and  allowed
individuals greater mobility in the socioeconomic structure. This mobility
encouraged  workers  from  rural  areas  and  abroad  to  gravitate  toward
centers of production; Germans were among the largest immigrant groups
to come to the U.S. from abroad. Historians estimate that between 1881
and  1892  about  1,700,000  Germans  immigrated  to  the  United  States.
Although  these  numbers  decreased  in  subsequent  years,  Germans
continued to be an important part of the immigrant wave at the turn of the
century,  averaging  30,000  newcomers  per  year  from 1890  to  1914.204

Cities saw a rapidly growing population and, consequently, an increase in
cultural  diversity,  which  provoked  resentment  among  the  more
established local communities.

Alcohol  had  become  a  basis  for  the  resentment  that  old-stock
Americans began to harbor against newly arrived immigrants. In a study
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examining  the  origins  of  the  saloon  during  the  nineteenth  century,
historian Roy Rosenzweig states that “in the culture of the Irish and the
Germans, the use of whiskey was customary and often a staple part of the
diet.”205 This  cultural  practice,  however,  contrasted  the  temperance
discourse  that  emerged  from  the  religious  movement  known  as  the
Second  Great  Awakening.  With  their  origins  in  the  first  half  of  the
nineteenth  century,  temperance  societies  targeted  immigrants’  drinking
customs  and  accused  them  of  spreading  vice  among  the  American
population.206 Both, the religious revival and the temperance movement,
aimed to temper drinking practices throughout the country.  Eventually,
many  of  these  societies  joined  to  form  stronger  organizations  that
envisioned the total prohibition of alcohol.

Organizations  such  as  the  Anti-Saloon  League  of  America,  the
Women’s  Christian  Temperance  Union  and  the  so-called  Prohibition
Party made battling the problem of nation-wide alcohol consumption their
sole  objective,  ultimately  giving  birth  to  the  prohibition  movement.207

Newly  arrived  immigrants  from  Europe  became  one  of  their  favorite
targets because they considered the immigrant relationship with alcohol to
be a particularly dangerous import. Indeed, one member of the prohibition
movement declared that German-American immigrants brought what he
called  “additional  problems  to  our  civilization,  the  most  important  of
which was  alcohol.”208 Despite  their  protests,  temperance  leaders  were
frustrated  that  the  immigrant  population  refused  to  give  up  traditional
customs  involving  alcohol  consumption.  Christian  minister  Daniel
Dorchester  wrote that  the new waves of  immigration “brought another
class of inhabitants, few of whom had been touched by the temperance
reformation,  and  the  most  of  whom  were  grossly  addicted  to
intemperance.”209 As  a  result,  the  temperance  movement  increased  its
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rhetoric that tied members of the immigrant community to the problem of
alcohol. Moreover, they began to argue against the formation of ethnic
enclaves that alienated immigrants from modern American culture.

The  cultural  conflict  between  modern  American  identity  that
centered  on  temperance  and  newly  arrived  immigrants  during  the  late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was exacerbated by the outbreak
of the Great War in Europe. Germany’s involvement in the war provoked
a  sense  of  unity  among  German-Americans,  who  pressured  American
officials  to  remain  neutral  in  the  conflict.  German-American  voters
achieved greater unity than ever before or after. Such solidarity prompted
the  more  conservative  elements  of  American  society  to  increase  their
attack on the aspects of immigrant culture they considered unassimilated
and therefore,  “un-American.” The editors of  Scribner’s  Magazine,  for
example,  described  how  the  events  of  the  war  aroused  American
awareness of “the fact that even unto the third and fourth generation the
fatherland  still  exercised  its  spell  upon  those  who  [Americans]  had
accepted  unquestioningly  as  fellow  citizens  and  neighbors.”210 In  this
sense, the temperance leader Imogen Oakley was more specific when he
stated  that,  with  the  outbreak  of  the  war,  prohibitionists  “found  five
million of foreign birth who can neither read, write nor speak the English
language.”211 Furthermore, the entrance of the United States into the war
and the  national  opposition  of  German expansion in  Europe prompted
natives’ discourse regarding the elimination of differences that existed in
the United States between modern, assimilated Americans and German-
Americans. The use of liquor was, in this sense, the axis of the natives’
offensive against members of German-Americans.

The  promotion  of  anti-Germanism  by  the  American  prohibition
movement emerged in association with feelings that historically emerge
during  times  of  war.  Indeed,  it  was  during  the  war  that  nationalist
Americans  began  to  fuse  their  discourse  with  the  temperance  issue.
Liquor, conservatives began to claim, hindered the American war effort
and  undermined  the  productivity  of  its  citizens.  In  addition,  the
prohibition movement began to associate the liquor industry with what
they considered to be a waste of food and resources during wartime. The
Anti-Saloon  League  of  America’s  newspaper,  The  American  Issue,
[employed omit?] tried to persuade the American public to link the “war”
at home and the war abroad with its headlines: “Save millions of tons of
210  “The Spirit of the West,” In Scribner’s Magazine, Vol. 63 (1918). 657. 
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coal  now  wasted  to  make  beer;  furnish  men  for  field  factory  and
industries.”212 German-Americans saw this correlation as an attack upon
their  customs  and  responded  to  prohibition  advocates  by  promoting
moderation  instead.213 However,  German-American  opposition  to
prohibition was interpreted  by nativists  as  proof their  unwillingness to
support  the  nation  at  war.  Consequently,  the  conflict  escalated  to  an
unprecedented  level  and nativists  took the opportunity to express  their
antipathy  for  foreign  cultures  in  general  and  German-Americans  in
particular.

Liquor and the association with German-Americans did not emerge
ex nihilo;  the campaign had roots in middle-class efforts to acculturate
immigrant  groups  into  mainstream  American  culture.  Armed  with  the
concept of sobriety, the middle class began to critique immigrant culture,
comparing it to their own, and, in the process, revealed a set of values that
the  American  middle  class  had  constructed  in  order  to  define  the
parameters of modern American identity. This contrast in values not only
urged members  of  the middle class to try to acculturate  newly arrived
immigrants, but also made them see the process as a patriotic obligation.

One rationale indicative of this classist character is the bias many
middle class prohibitionists maintained towards German customs in the
United  States.  Nativists  believed  that  Germans  who  migrated  to  the
United States retained cultural characteristics that put them at odds with
the dominant culture. Reinhold Niebuhr, a popular theologian at the time,
explained that the problem stemmed from the immigrants’ origins. The
German immigrant, he stated, was “largely drawn from the peasant class
of Germany, which is ignorant of, and unaffected by, the influences of the
modern German university which has had such a large part in the molding
of  the  contemporary  German  civilization.”214 For  some  prohibition
advocates the problem also extended to the children, who continued to
practice the customs of their immigrant parents.215 Thus immigrant groups
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maintaining foreign traditions in America undermined modern American
culture and identity.

Middle-class  Americans  particularly  resented  that  German-
Americans continued to use the German language, turning Germans into
the target of what Frederick C. Luebke calls superpatriotism.216 German-
Americans  made  no  secret  about  the  importance  of  maintaining  their
language.  In  1909 German-American  professor  Albert  Bernhardt  Faust
emphasized  “the  preservation  of  the  German  language  in  the  next
generation has always been a fond aim of the German immigrant.”217 A
letter to the journal The Mixer and the Server accused German-Americans
of refusing to learn the English language, and at the same time, described
what  made  nativist  Americans  resentful  of  German-American
neighborhoods:

The  Germans  live  in  segregated  districts,  where  they  speak  the
tongue of their fatherland. Their shop as a rule, handle only German
goods, the shopkeepers speaking only German. Parochial schools
have their  German classes.  And hundreds of  school transacts  all
their businesses in their tongue. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH
IS ONLY A SECONDARY CONSIDERATION!218 

This  attack  campaign  on  the  use  of  the  German  language  had
irreparable consequences for the continued use of German in the United
States.  Don Heinrich Tolzmann points out that  by the end of the war,
“twenty-six states had passed laws against the use of German” and “some
of  these  [states]  forbade  the  use  of  German  on  the  street,  in  public
meetings, or on the telephone.”219 Thus the German language became an
impediment for German-Americans in their acculturation process toward
modern American identity.220
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America’s  middle  class  also  resented  German-Americans’
indifference  towards  American  institutions,  such  as  voting.221 Nativists
perceived the newcomers’ lack of interest as a disregard for the American
ideals making German-Americans unfit for what they considered genuine
“American”  society.222 Middle  class  voters  often  accused  German-
Americans of utilizing their voting rights only when it served their self
interests,  thus  abusing  their  suffrage  rights  and  their  citizenship.  This
perception  was  popular  among  politicians,  particularly  when  they
analyzed  the  requirements  for  the  American  naturalization  process.  A
‘true’  American  had  to  understand  and  participate  in  this  country’s
politics at all times, not just when it served personal interests.223 German-
American immigrants were expected to adapt to the American political
system. But this process that was intended to assimilate them to middle
class  ideals,  had  obviously  failed.  Americans  had  made  a  mistake  in
conceiving “the naïve idea that the mere process of taking out papers”
would transform “an ignorant alien into an intelligent citizen.”224

Perhaps what irritated members of the American middle class most
about  immigrant  culture  was  their  relationship  with  drinking.  Many
Americans  complained  that  newly  arrived  Europeans  had  a  peculiar
relationship with liquor inculcated into their culture and they continued to
explore this relationship even as they settled in America.225 Consequently,
a stereotype that characterized immigrants (and Germans in particular) as
drinkers emerged among middle class American circles. Period journals
portrayed German-Americans as “insoluble lumps,” who were “wet by
nature.”226 German-American customs made some members of the middle
class conclude that German-born Americans and their opposition to the
prohibition  movement  represented  “a  lower  civilization  against  the
Anglo-American  element.”227 In  conjunction  with  the  dislike  for  the
immigrant drinking customs, resentment for failing to learn the English
language as well as American political values, reflected the antithesis of
the modern American middle class construct, and made reformers even
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more vigilant in the quest to assimilate German-Americans to mainstream
American society.

The self-serving nature of the middle class prohibition movement is
obvious  in  their  description  of  the  hazards  that  liquor  consumption
represented. “Liquor,” one of the newspapers of the Anti-Saloon League
observed,  “rendered  thousands  of  men  inefficient.”228 The  newspaper
connected liquor and social problems such as looting and poverty; both of
which  were  in  clear  opposition  to  modern  middle  class  standards.
Linking the vice of drinking and crime came to be especially important in
the  propaganda  campaign  launched  by  the  Anti-Saloon  League  of
America.  During  their  crusade  to  achieve  a  prohibition  amendment  in
Ohio, the Anti-Saloon league produced an advertisement depicting men
coming through a brewery’s drainage system slapped with the labels of
disease, vice, crime and poverty. The argument appealed even to some of
the  most  progressive  elements  in  American  society,  including  union
leaders who emphasized the importance of being sober and of “bourgeois
standards of  living.”229 Subsequently,  John B.  Lennon,  treasurer  of  the
American Federation of Labor, proclaimed that the union “must show the
working  men  how  this  [liquor]  business  stands…  against  the  shorter
working day, how it jeopardizes the continuity of their employment…and
how  it  attacks…industrially  all  things  that  are  essential  to  his  well
being.”230

American  patriotism  was  a  middle  class  value  that  American
leaders and intellectuals sought to emphasize among German-Americans
during  the  war.  Conservative  journalist  Oswald  Garrison  Villard
proclaimed, “[j]ust as the Germans, we believe in the supremacy of our
ideals and of our form of civilization as above any other.”231 In order to
ensure this vision of middle class patriotism, American leaders issued an
ultimatum  to  the  foreign  born  population:  choose  between  supporting
American  ideals  or  remain  outside  the  American  cultural  mainstream.
Theodore  Roosevelt  emphasized  that  it  was  imperative  for  new
immigrants  to  leave  their  culture  behind  and  become  American.  He
explained that there was no room for those who retained their old culture
228  The American Issue, Ohio Edition, August 3, 1917, quoted in Peter H. Odegard, Pressure
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in the new political life of the country.232 Villard also took direct aim at
German-Americans who defended their drinking customs on the grounds
of personal liberty, and urged them to accept  the “absolute equality of
Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence.”233 Purley Baker, one of the
leaders of the Anti-Saloon League of America, contrasted the effects of
liquor with everything that he conceived as “ideal” for American society.
Their opposition to drinking, he said was “buttressed in the fundamental
truth that alcohol is against religion, morality, integrity, efficiency, and
everything what is good.”234 Sobriety, like patriotism, became essential for
the improvement of American society.

Members of the prohibition movement argued that the question of
temperance was also a question of national stability; an issue that they
presented  to  the  public  as  another  front  in  the  war.  William Jennings
Bryan  suggested  that  temperance  was  important  because  the  country
needed “young men with clear and quick thinking brains, men with steady
nerves  and  muscles.”235 Likewise,  Eugene  N.  Foss,  Governor  of
Massachusetts,  remarked  that  the  social  stability  of  the  nation  and  its
economic  prosperity  depended  in  very  large  part  on  “intelligence  and
sobriety.”236 While  promoting  prohibition  in  Ohio,  the  Anti-Saloon
League  emphasized  that  other  states  had  already  passed  prohibition,
associating temperance with “more and larger bank accounts; more sales
of  luxuries  and  necessities,  more  homebuilding.”237 The  benefits  of
sobriety had moved the prohibition movement to envision a total social
transformation  that  would  spread  middle-class  values  and  redeem  the
country in the process.

The American middle class saw the existence of a segment of the
population with alien cultural practices as a threat to the  status quo that
prevailed  in  American  society.  Indeed,  the  liquor  question represented
only  the  start  of  the  offense  against  of  [omit  ‘of’]  German-American
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cultural  practices.  Middle  class  America  claimed  that  alien  cultural
practices damaged the social fabric of the United States. Moreover, as the
German-American  electorate  continued  to  grow,  middle  class  America
feared a potential challenge to the control of national politics. But perhaps
the  growth  of  the  German-American  community  and  their  association
with the crisis in Europe represented the greatest threat to the American
establishment.

With the demographic increase of German-Americans in the United
States, the American middle class panicked over what it perceived as a
potential  shift  in  cultural  hegemony.  Middle  class  Americans  believed
that the spread of German Kultur (culture) had the underlying purpose of
acquiring  social  and  political  power.  German-Americans,  not  only
continued the use of their language but they actually organized amongst
themselves to promote German culture and enhance their solidarity. As a
result, German-Americans were described in popular discourse as being
“clannish” and were criticized for forming clubs, social organizations, and
reading classes  that  were  conducted in  German.  Middle-class  America
saw a potential cultural threat everywhere. In a letter sent to The Journal
and the Mixer, a subscriber accused those practicing German culture of
being a part of a “carefully thought out plan to Germanize this nation and
cement the hold which the Fatherland keeps on its loyal subjects in this
country.”238 The  Scribner’s Magazine  was alarmed when it learned that
“the Star-Spangled Banner  was  sung in German in  at  least  one public
school” and asked the public if the singing of “Die Wacht am Rhein” (a
patriotic song en vogue in Germany at the time) in a foreign language
would be tolerated in Germany.239 

The American middle class increasingly connected the spread of
German  Kultur in America with international developments, particularly
with the emergence of Germany as a world power.  They believed that
German-Americans could be part of a fifth-column in the United States
that was undermining the local social and political system in favor of the
fatherland.  One  conservative  newspaper  suggested  that  seeing  “the
German-American crowds” satisfied the Kaiser who recognized “the grip
that Germany had on America.”240 “Grip” translated into the control of
more specific things. The teaching of the German language, for example,
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was seen by many members  of  the mainstream culture as  an effort  to
enhance  control  over  the  education  system.241 The  spread  of  German
Kultur, however, was feared in the political arena, where, as a result of the
increase  in  their  electorate,  German-Americans  were  seeking  to  make
their voice heard on matters that concerned them.

Middle  class  America  feared  the  increasing political  capital  that
German-Americans were acquiring.  From the first  phase of  the war in
Europe,  German-Americans  had  become  more  united  and  pressured
President  Wilson to  maintain  a  position of  neutrality  in  the conflict.242

Likewise,  when  tensions  began  to  develop  between  Germany  and  the
United States,  German-Americans  responded  en bloc to  the attacks  by
conservative sectors of society. Faust, for example, stated that in every
city with a large German population, “the puritanic [sic] found themselves
revoked at the polls whenever they attempted legislation restricting what
the Germans  believes  his  freedom of  choice  [in  regard to  alcohol].”243

Prohibition, although it was probably the most significant, was only one
of the many cultural attacks that prompted German-Americans to go to
the polls in increasing numbers. In 1909 the evangelical pastor Howard B.
Grose expressed his frustration as he described how German-Americans
increasingly  shaped  the  political  agenda  in  many  American  cities.244

Expressing  similar  fears  regarding  German-American  acquisition  of
political  capital,  prohibitionist  Charles  Stelzle,  lamented  that  “that
somehow this country has been overrun by foreigners.”245 

Middle-class  America  construed  the  new  unity  of  German-
Americans  as  evidence  of  their  disloyalty  to  basic  American  values.
President Woodrow Wilson set the tone, when his 1915 State of the Union
address alluded indirectly to German-Americans by proclaiming that there
were “citizens of the United States, born under other flags” who “have
poured  the  poison  of  disloyalty  into  the  very  arteries  of  the  national
life.”246 Wayne Wheeler, leader of the Anti-Saloon League of America,
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expressed in 1918 that the “disloyalty” of the German brewers and the
saloon men was “a challenge to the patriotism of every good citizen in
America.”247 Similarly,  Villard  worried  that  the  affection  German-
Americans felt  toward their  native land “seduced them … to use their
power in American politics for foreign ends.”248 Perhaps the more radical
statement came directly from President Wilson himself who emphasized
the danger that an unassimilated foreign community represented in times
of war:

I  want  to  say—I cannot  say  too  often—any man  who carries  a
hyphen about him carries a dagger, which he is ready to plunge into
the vitals of the republic. If I can catch a man with a hyphen in this
great contest, I know I will have got an enemy of the republic.249 

In addition, the Anti-Saloon League of America began to speculate
about  links  between  German-American  organizations  and  potential
German  spies.  The  fact  that  these  associations  had  exerted  political
pressure on the American government to remain neutral in the European
conflict  made  them  suspect.  When  prosecutors  from  the  government
found  evidence  to  support  the  assertion  that  German-American  clubs
supported political candidates financially, The New York Times labeled it
“an  astounding  chapter  in  the  continual  story  of  German  conspiracy
against the United States.”250 

The ratification of the Prohibition Amendment in 1919 signified the
triumph of the American middle class over what it considered alien and
dangerous. Mainstream America had ratified its hegemony over American
values.  As  Joseph  R.  Gusfield  argues,  the  ratification  of  Prohibition
symbolized “the superior power and prestige of the old middle class in
American society.”251 Some of its members hoped to continue the efforts
to “educate” those who needed it; The American Issue, for example, asked
the  supporters  of  American  prohibition  to  think  of  the  “foreign  born”
population groups who “must be educated and Americanized.” Likewise,
it appealed to prohibitionists to think of the “twelve million negroes [sic]
…[who must be] brought up in good American ideals,” and many “native
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white persons who must be either persuaded or restrained into being law-
abiding citizens.”252 The recent successes had invigorated prohibitionists
and  they  were  ready  to  take  the  campaign  abroad.  William  Jennings
Bryan,  urged his  fellow prohibitionists  to  turn  their  energies  “to  other
countries until the whole world is brought to understand that alcohol is
man’s greatest enemy.”253

The  campaign  of  cultural  repression  against  German-Americans
worked for the American middle class in the short run but ultimately it
harmed American diversity. Not only did the prohibition amendment to
the Constitution pass in 1919 and go into effect the following January, the
movement  succeeded  in  eradicating  many  ethnic  traditions  among
German  Americans.  Because  of  the  war,  many  German-Americans
forcibly assimilated to the mainstream culture. They began hiding their
identities, changing their names, speaking German only in the privacy of
their own homes and celebrated holidays out of the public view.254 When
the necessary thirty-six states ratified the constitutional Amendment, the
repression of German-American drinking customs saw a new apex. “Gone
were the family beer gardens, sitting rooms, and nickel beer, which had
brought people together in community. No longer did they serve as the
centers of social, civic, and business life.”255

The  anti-German  rhetoric  that  emerged  from  the  prohibition
movement during World War I had roots that went much deeper than just
the  geopolitical  situation  of  1914.  While  the  war  generated  patriotism
among Americans, the correlation between patriotism and issues such as
prohibition  emerged  from  the  intolerance  of  mainstream  America. 256

Members of the movement sought to expand modern American middle
class values by imposing them on the new members of American society
and German-American identity was trampled in this process. Assimilation
into modern middle class cultural standards became the  sine qua non in
defining a true American.
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